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It is known [l] that if ft is a bounded domain, and P=PiD) is a

linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients, then

every weak solution in L2(ft) with compact support in ft, is also a

strong solution.

In this paper, this result is generalized to show that the weak and

strong solutions are equivalent for ft = P" and LPiRn); ltkp<*>,

without the assumption that the solutions have compact support.

We consider a linear partial differential operator of order m,

with constant coefficients: P = PiD) = zZ\«\im aaD"; xERn- Here,

a — iai, • ■ • , an); the ak are nonnegative integers and |a| = zZak-

D = iDu ■ ■ ■ , Dn); Dk = il/i)id/dxk), and D" = D? • ■ ■ D?.
The double-barbed arrow "—>" will denote strong convergence in

Lp, while the single-barbed arrow "—»•" will denote weak convergence

in Lp.

The convolution of two functions, u and v, will be denoted by

u*v = /ra(y)i;(x — y)dy.

Unless otherwise specified, all spaces will consist of functions on

P", e.g., Co means CoiRn). Now, suppose P=PiD) has domain

P(P), and range in /„, l^p< °o. Let us take £>(P) = Co". It then

follows that P is not closed, but satisfies the weaker property of being

pre-closed.

Let P0 be the closure (in Lv) of P on Cq. P0 is termed the minimal

operator associated with P. The maximal operator P is defined as

follows. uELp is in the maximal domain if BvELp: iu, P*d>) =iv, <p),

V<l>ECo. We then say Pu=v. We prove

Theorem 1. // P =PiD) is a linear partial differential operator with

constant coefficients on C// into Lv, then the minimal and maximal ex-

tensions are equivalent for 1 g p < oo .

For the proof, consider a function yp=ypix):

ii)ypECoiK/);whereK2={x: \x\ <2J.
(ii) Og^gl, (VxGP2); Hx) = l for |*| ^1. Then, form the se-

quence of functions ypi = ypiix)=ypix/i).
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Lemma 1. For each <f>ECo, we have (\p'u)*<p—>u*(p in Lp, for uELp;

1 ^p< CO.

Proof. Since uELP, for each «>0, there exists an M=il/(e)>0:

\u\P < — ■
,x\>M 2

Now, choose i large enough so that i>M. By Young's inequality,

II Ki -^>]**l|p^lklli||(i-*o«l|p.
But

||(1 - ^«||* =   f        | (1 - *0fi \p+  f        I (1 - *»> |p

^ 2  f |«iP<e".
•^ [i|>ar

Hence, we have proved the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose for u, vELp, that

(1) («, P*<p) = (v, <p);        (V0GC?).

Let j(x) denote a function:

j'(x) E Co;    J j = 1;   j ^ 0;   supp/ = {x: | x|  ^ l}.

Let jv=jv(x)=vnj(vx), and form the mollifiers of w: m„ = m„(x)

= u*jv. Letting f(x)(y)=f(x — y), we write u, = u*j.=fu(y)j,(x — y)dy

= (u, jrlx)). Now substitute^*' for </> in (1) to obtain

(2) (u, P*j*) = (v, j* ) = v„

the mollifiers of v. But, if uELp, then for any <f>ECo

(3) P(u *<p) = P(D)(u * qb) = (Pw) * 0 = (P«, <£<*>) = (w, PVx))-

Therefore, for uELp, (2) becomes

(2') Pu, = P(u*jA = p,;       «„, », G CM.

Now, apply Lemma 1 to <p =j, and to <f> =P*j, to obtain

(4) m,v = (i^'u) * j, —> w * j, = u,

and

(5) Put, = (^*'m)* P*/„ —> u * P*_/, = vr.
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But (xp'u) has compact support, and, hence, (^,i«)*j\ = M,>GC". Now.

by (4), for each v, there exists an integer I\ = I\(v\:

\\ui, - u,\\p < 1/2';        (V* ̂  /i).

Furthermore, by (5), for each v there exists an I2 — I2(v):

\\Pui, - v\\p < 1/2";        (Vi ^ I2).

Take I = I(v)=max[li, I2]; then, setting Sv = Ui„ we have

(6) \\Sr - «,||p < 1/2";       v = 1, 2, • • • ,

and

(7) ||PS, - *,||p < 1/2";       v = 1, 2, • • • .

Therefore, we have exhibited a sequence {S,} such that

(0 5,ec;^p(P),
(ii) Sr—m; since ||5» — «||P^||S, — m^||p+||m>, — m||p<1/2'+||m, — m||p

->0;

(iii)    PSy-m;   since   ||P5,-»||p^||P5„-o,||p+||o,-»||p   <l/2'+

\\v,—v\\p-+0,
which proves that u is a strong solution of Pu — v.

It is interesting that if the spaces are restricted to functions on a

bounded domain of R" and a weak solution has compact support

§CPni then the proof that it is a strong solution in Lp (1 ^p< «>) is

identical with the short proof of Hormander [l] for p = 2.

Theorem 2. Let P = P(D) be a linear partial differential operator

with constant coefficients on Co(Q,)-^Lp(Q). Then, if u is a weak solution

of Pu=v such that supp u = &E&, u is also a strong solution

for l ^ p < oo.

Proof. For u, = u*jP, we have u,ECq(Q); v>1/\, where X is the

distance from S to the complement of fi. Then, Pu, = (u, P*^)

= (». J* )=»»■ Hence, uvED(P), u,-^u, and Pw„—n».
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